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a b s t r a c t

A cost analysis reveals that hybridisation of electrodialysis with reverse osmosis is only justified if the
cost of water from the reverse osmosis unit is less than 40% of that from a stand-alone electrodialysis
system. In such cases the additional reverse osmosis costs justify the electrodialysis cost savings brought
about by shifting salt removal to higher salinity, where current densities are higher and equipment costs
lower. Furthermore, the analysis suggests that a simple hybrid configuration is more cost effective than a
recirculated hybrid, a simple hybrid being one where the reverse osmosis concentrate is fed to the
electrodialysis stack and the products from both units are blended, and a recirculated being one hybrid
involving recirculation of the electrodialysis product back to the reverse osmosis unit. The underlying
rationale is that simple hybridisation shifts salt removal away from the lowest salinity zone of operation,
where salt removal is most expensive. Further shifts in the salinity at which salt is removed, brought
about by recirculation, do not justify the associated increased costs of reverse osmosis.

& 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Based on a comparison of the cost of water, we establish guide-
lines for choosing between stand-alone electrodialysis (ED) and
hybrid electrodialysis-reverse osmosis (ED-RO) systems. By model-
ling the energy and equipment costs of electrodialysis as a function of
product salinity we demonstrate the opportunity to reduce costs by
shifting salt removal to higher salinity. Hybridisation of electrodia-
lysis with reverse osmosis allows such a shift. Therefore, we model
hybrid electrodialysis-reverse osmosis systems to establish when the
benefits of hybridisation outweigh the costs of the reverse osmosis
unit. We frame our models such that the decision between hybrid
and stand-alone systems is based upon a cost ratio between reverse
osmosis and electrodialysis systems, and consider this as a variable in
our analysis.

Our interest in hybrid ED-RO systems is to further minimise the
environmental impact and economic cost of brackish desalination,
of which the latter has grown at an estimated annualised rate of
12% over the past 10 years [1] (see Appendix A). Brackish desalina-
tion involves the treatment of waters of slight (1,000–3,000 ppm
total dissolved solids, TDS) to moderate salinity (3,000–10,000 ppm
TDS) [2] present in naturally saline inland aquifers or coastal
aquifers that have become subject to the intrusion of seawater [3]
(see Fig. 1).

From environmental and cost perspectives, the ratio of water
recovered to that withdrawn, known as the recovery ratio, RR, is
an important consideration. A higher recovery ratio allows the
following benefits: a reduction in the size of the desalination plant
intake; a reduction in the volume of brine produced, which
requires disposal to the sea, surface waters or confined aquifers
below the aquifer from which water is withdrawn [5]; and a
reduction in the rate of aquifer recharge required, which might be
done continuously with treated waste water [4] or periodically
with water sourced from another location during periods of low
demand [6]. Conversely, a higher recovery ratio results in the
production of higher salinity brine, which, depending upon the
degree of dispersion and/or dilution employed at the point of
disposal, can have adverse effects on plant and animal life [7]. We
focus on scenarios where the benefits of reduced volumes out-
weigh those of increased salinity and consider technologies offer-
ing high recovery ratios.

Electrodialysis is well suited to applications requiring high
recovery ratios for at least three reasons. Firstly, electrodialysis is
a salt removal rather than a water removal technology, and so the
majority of the feed water is easily recovered as a product. This is
in contrast to reverse osmosis, where high recovery ratios require
multiple stages in a continuous process (Fig. 2a) or longer process
times in a semi-batch (or batch) process [8]. Secondly, electro-
dialysis is capable of reaching brine concentrations above 10% total
dissolved solids (TDS), which is beyond the osmotic pressures
reachable by current reverse osmosis systems [9,10]. Thirdly,
seeded precipitation of scalants in the ED process can in some
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cases circumvent the barrier on water recovery imposed by the
solubility of feedwater solutes; this has been demonstrated by
recirculating the electrodialysis concentrate loop through a crys-
talliser [9,11,12] or a combination of a crystalliser and an ultra-
filtration unit [10].

Although ED enjoys the advantage of high water recovery, costs
increase with the amount of salt removal required (Fig. 2b). This is
particularly true at low salinity where salt removal rates, which
scale with the electrical current, are limited by the rate of diffusion
of ions to the membrane surface. This phenomenon, known as the
limiting current density, as well as the high electrical resistance of
solutions at low concentrations, increases the costs of electrodia-
lysis at low salinity. Thus, it is the synergy of ED providing high
recovery and RO providing final high product purity that gave rise
to analyses of hybrid ED–RO systems. The technical feasibility of
these systems has already been demonstrated [10,12–16], but
there are a limited number of studies benchmarking hybrid ED–RO
systems against other technologies. To date, one study has compared
hybrid ED–RO to a reverse-osmosis-mechanical-vapour-compression
system and concluded that the hybrid system has lower upfront
capital costs and lower operational costs [13].

In summary, electrodialysis can offer the benefit of higher
recovery relative to reverse osmosis systems. Although the cost
of water from a reverse osmosis system operating at lower
recovery may be smaller, when brine disposal costs are taken into
account, electrodialysis can be more cost effective [17]. In this
paper we focus on scenarios where, overall, ED is more cost
effective than RO and analyse the question of when it is preferable

to hybridise electrodialysis with reverse osmosis rather than
operate with electrodialysis alone. We also compare simple hybrid
and recirculated hybrid system configurations.

2. The rationale for hybridising electrodialysis with reverse
osmosis

The rationale for hybridising electrodialysis with reverse osmosis
is to relax the product purity requirements on the electrodialysis
unit. Later, we will demonstrate how these requirements can be
relaxed by comparing simple hybrid and recirculated hybrid designs
to a stand-alone ED system, Fig. 3. First, to understand why the
relaxation of product purity requirements can reduce ED costs, we
focus on the stand-alone ED system and consider the dependence
of the specific cost of water on product purity.

We consider a steady-state 1-dimensional model for the
performance and cost of a stand-alone electrodialysis system.
The total system area is divided, in the direction of the flow, into 20
stacks within which salt and water transport are approximated as
uniform. These stacks serve the numerical purpose of discretisation
and do not relate to the number of stacks within a real system. The key
salt, water and charge transport equations, which are based on the
approach of Fidaleo and Moresi [18] and McGovern et al. [19], are then
applied to each stack. Membrane properties, flow rates and cell pair
parameters are also taken from Fidaleo and Moresi [18] and are

Fig. 1. The supply of freshwater and mitigation of seawater intrusion with brackish
desalination and secondary recharge. Based on an aquifer management system
proposed by Koussis et al. [4].

Fig. 2. The ability of electrodialysis to achieve high recovery and reverse osmosis to achieve high purity points towards an opportunity for hybridisation. (a) Reverse osmosis
and (b) electrodialysis.

Fig. 3. Stand-alone and hybrid ED configurations. The relative size of electrodialysis
(ED) and reverse osmosis (RO) units is intended to illustrate the relative quantities
of membrane area required in each, assuming the final product flow rate from all
systems is the same.
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provided in Appendix B. The process is designed and costed according
to the following specifications and assumptions:

1. The feed is aqueous NaCl.
2. The concentrate concentration within each stack is determined

by the net rates of salt and water transport across the
membranes.

3. The system is operated at a voltage of 0.8 V which corresponds
to just above 70% of the limiting current density [20] (see
Appendix B.2).

4. Equipment and stack energy costs are considered but pumping
power is neglected (see Appendix G).

5. Equipment is costed on the basis of membrane area at $1500/m2

of cell pair area (see Appendix C), amortised at 10% over
20 years.

6. Energy costs are computed on the basis of stack power
consumption (see Appendix D for validation of results) and a
0.065 $/kWh cost of electricity.

7. The product flow rate is set at 1000 m3/day.

Specifying the feed salinity along with the product salinity and
flow rate, these equations are solved simultaneously using a non-
linear equation solver [21] to compute the final concentrate
concentration, total membrane area, energy consumption, specific
equipment costs, specific energy costs, and specific water costs.

Fig. 4a illustrates the dependence of the specific cost of water C
upon the product salinity SP while Fig. 4b illustrates the depen-
dence of the marginal cost

MC ¼ ∂C
∂Sd

; ð1Þ

upon the local diluate salinity Sd, the low salinity streamwithin an
ED process (as opposed to the high salinity recirculated concen-
trate stream). These figures show that the marginal cost of salt
removal decreases with increasing diluate salinity. The marginal
cost of equipment falls since the current density increases with
salinity and more salt is removed per unit of membrane area. The
marginal cost of energy per unit of salt removed equals the power
density (current density times cell pair voltage iVcp) divided by the
rate of salt removal (which scales with the current density i).
Therefore the marginal cost of energy is approximately propor-
tional to the cell pair voltage Vcp and relatively constant. Fig. 4b
illustrates an important opportunity to reduce ED costs by shifting
salt removal to higher salinity.

Fig. 5 illustrates the impact of shifting salt removal to higher
salinity. In a stand-alone ED system salt is removed over a range
from 3000 ppm (the feed salinity) to 350 ppm (the product

salinity). If, via hybridisation, salt could be removed at 3000 ppm
the specific cost of water would be represented by the rectangular
area in Fig. 5 rather than the total area under the marginal cost
curve. Fig. 5 also shows that savings diminish as salt removal shifts
to higher and higher salinity. This allows us to conclude that the
percentage cost reduction in ED achieved through hybridisation:

1. is greatest when salt removal occurs at low salinity, e.g. when
feed and product salinity are low;

2. is smallest when salt removal occurs at high salinity, e.g. when
feed salinity is high and especially when both feed and product
salinity are high.

3. Reasons to prefer a simple ED–RO hybrid configuration

One way to shift salt removal to higher salinity is via the simple
hybrid ED–RO configuration [12] illustrated in Fig. 3. This config-
uration has two benefits over a stand-alone electrodialysis system:
the total membrane area (or number of stacks required) is reduced
as higher rates of salt removal (current densities) are possible at
higher salinities; and electrodialysis product requirements are
relaxed since the final product consists of a blend of high purity
RO permeate and the electrodialysis product. In practise, the
recovery ratio of the reverse osmosis unit in the simple hybrid
configuration would be a design variable. Increasing the recovery
ratio leads to increasing reverse osmosis costs due to:

1. increased risks of scaling due to higher brine concentrations;
2. higher energy costs due to an increasing osmotic pressure;

Fig. 4. The falling marginal cost of salt removal with increasing local diluate salinity points to an opportunity to shift salt removal to higher salinities via hybridisation.
(a) Specific water cost and (b) marginal cost of salt removal.

Fig. 5. Cost savings can be achieved by shifting electrodialysis salt removal to
higher salinity.
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3. the need for a second stage of reverse osmosis if recoveries
above 50% are required [8].

Increasing recovery ratios would also lead to reduced salt
removal costs in the ED unit as the cost of salt removal falls at
higher diluate salinities (see Fig. 5). This means that the
recovery ratio would be set by a trade-off between reverse
osmosis and electrodialysis costs. Furthermore, since, according
to Fig. 5, there are diminishing returns as the ED feed salinity is
increased the optimal recovery ratio is likely to be low if the
system feed salinity is high and high if the system feed salinity
is low. We leave the optimisation of the reverse osmosis
recovery ratio to future work and, in this analysis, focus upon
hybrid designs involving a single stage reverse osmosis unit
treating feed streams of 3,000 ppm TDS and operating at 50%
recovery. This puts the feed salinity to the ED unit at 6,000 ppm
TDS, a point at which the change in salt removal costs with
diluate salinity is already weak (Fig. 5).

To guide a decision between a stand-alone ED system and a
simple ED–RO hybrid we require a measure of the relative cost of
water from reverse osmosis and electrodialysis. In practise, one
can envision costing a single-stage reverse osmosis unit operating
at 50% recovery for a given feedwater flow rate and salinity. One
can also envision costing (as we have done) water from a stand-
alone electrodialysis system operating at a desired recovery ratio.
Hence, in defining the cost ratio CR, we consider the cost of water
from a single-stage RO unit to that from a stand-alone ED unit.
Specifically, the cost ratio is defined as the cost of water from an
RO unit operating at 50% recovery C50%

RO divided by the cost of
water from an ED unit treating the same feedwater down to a
desired product salinity, CED:

CR� C50%
RO

CED
ð2Þ

Applying equations describing the continuity of mass at the
point of blending and across the reverse osmosis unit in Fig. 5, and
making the assumptions of:

� feed water at 3,000 ppm TDS,
� a recovery ratio of 50% in the reverse osmosis unit, and
� a reverse osmosis product salinity of 50 ppm,

we can compute value of CR at which the cost of water from a
stand-alone ED and simple ED–RO hybrid systems are the same,
which we define as the critical cost ratio CRn. Detailed calculations
are shown in Appendix E. Importantly, the overall recovery of feed
water as product water from both the simple hybrid and the
stand-alone ED systems are almost the same. This is because
similar amounts of water cross from the diluate to the concentrate
stream via osmosis or electro-osmosis in the ED unit of both
systems (see Appendix F). Differences in volumes of waste brines
produced by both systems are therefore ignored.

Fig. 6 shows that when high product purity is required
(SP¼50 ppm TDS) a simple hybrid ED–RO configuration is pre-
ferred if the cost of water from a single-stage RO unit is less than
70% of the cost of water from a stand-alone ED system.
If potable water purity (500 ppm TDS) is required the relative cost
of water from a single-stage RO system would have to be 65% of
that from stand-alone ED to justify hybridisation. If product water
requirements are even more relaxed (1000 ppm TDS) the cost
savings are smaller and it is even less likely for a hybrid to be
preferred.

The dependence of the critical cost ratio CRn upon product
salinity, for the simple-hybrid, may be explained through consid-
eration of the following equation equating the cost of a stand-alone

and a simple hybrid system:

Csolo
ED

_V P ¼ Chybrid
ED

_V ED;PþChybrid
RO

_V RO;P ; ð3Þ
or, given a reverse osmosis recovery ratio of 50%:

Csolo
ED � 1

2
Chybrid
ED þChybrid

RO

� �
ð4Þ

where CED
solo, CEDhybrid and CRO

hybrid are the specific costs of water from
electrodialysis units operating in stand-alone and hybrid configura-
tions, and from the reverse osmosis unit in the hybrid configuration.
_V P , _V ED;P and _V RO;P are the volume flow rates of water from entire
stand-alone or hybrid systems, from the ED unit within the hybrid
and from the RO unit within the hybrid, respectively. Rearranging
the above equation and introducing the critical cost ratio
CRn � Chybrid

RO =Csolo
ED , we see that the critical price ratio increases when

the ratio of water costs from ED in the hybrid to the stand-alone
system decreases:

CRn _V RO;P ¼ _V P�
Chybrid
ED

Csolo
ED

_V ED;P ð5Þ

CRn � 2�Chybrid
ED

Csolo
ED

: ð6Þ

Comparing ED units operating in stand-alone and simple-
hybrid configurations, the ED unit within a stand-alone config-
uration will always have to desalinate the feed down to higher
purity. Thus, considering Fig. 4b, the marginal cost of reducing ED
product salinity will always be higher for the stand-alone system.
This effect tends to decrease the cost ratio of ED in a simple-hybrid
to a stand-alone ED unit, and thus increase the critical cost ratio
CRn. However, at low system product salinities an opposing effect
becomes important. Due to the 50% recovery ratio of the RO unit, a
marginal decrease in the system product salinity results in
approximately double that decrease in the ED product salinity in
the hybrid configuration, since

0:5ðSRO;PþSED;PÞ � SP : ð7Þ
Therefore, at low system product salinity, where ED product
salinities SsoloED and ShybridED are close, and thus their marginal costs
of salt removal (in Fig. 4b) are close, the ratio of Chybrid

ED =Csolo
ED begins

to rise and hence CRn begins to fall.
While the critical price ratio by and large increases as system

product salinity falls, there is a further reason why a simple hybrid
system is likely to be preferred for high product purity. As product
purity increases, ED costs will increase (according to Fig. 4a) and,
as a consequence, increase relative to the cost of a single-stage RO
system, resulting in a greater chance that CR will fall below CRn.
This is shown in Fig. 7 where the cost ratio is shown for a case

Fig. 6. Dependence of the optimality of hybrid systems upon the cost ratio and the
product salinity.
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where reverse osmosis water costs are $0.20/m3 (a reasonable
value for brackish reverse osmosis [22]). In this scenario a simple
hybrid would be preferred if product water salinity below approxi-
mately 300 ppm is required while a stand-alone ED system would
be preferred for higher product salinities.

4. Reasons to prefer a recirculated hybrid ED–RO system

While the simple hybrid configuration of Fig. 3 can shift salt
removal to higher salinities, the hybrid configuration [10,13–16]
that incorporates recirculation can furthermore facilitate salt
removal within a narrower band of higher salinity (closer to what
is illustrated in Fig. 5). The effect of hybridising with recirculation
is thus to cut down more drastically on ED costs than in the simple
hybrid configuration, but at the expense of greater reverse osmosis
costs, since a majority of product now comes from the reverse
osmosis unit. As done for the simple hybrid system, by applying
equations describing the continuity of mass at the point of
blending and across the reverse osmosis unit in Fig. 6, and making
the assumptions of

� feed water at 3000 ppm TDS,
� a recovery ratio of 50% in the reverse osmosis unit(s), and
� a reverse osmosis product salinity of 50 ppm.

we can illustrate in Fig. 6 the value of CRn at which the cost of
water from stand-alone ED and recirculated ED–RO hybrid sys-
tems are the same.

As with the simple hybrid system, the recirculated hybrid
system is more strongly preferred over a stand-alone ED system
when high product purities are required. However, regardless of
product purity requirements, the recirculated system is inferior to
the simple hybrid system, as indicated by a lower value of CRn.
In other words, if moving from a simple to a recirculated hybrid,
the additional reverse osmosis costs do not justify the additional
ED savings brought about by further shifting salt removal to higher
salinity. One way to explain this is that, returning to Fig. 5, the
greatest savings are made by shifting salt removal away from the
lowest salinities and a simple ED–RO hybrid achieves just this. The
reduced savings, achieved by further increasing the concentration
at which salt is removed, do not justify the additional reverse
osmosis investment involved in a recirculated hybrid.

4.1. Implications of scaling and fouling on the selection
of stand-alone versus hybrid systems

In addition to the preceding analysis, an assessment of the risks
of membrane fouling and scaling are essential in guiding choice
between stand-alone and hybrid systems.

In moving from a stand-alone ED system to a hybrid with
reverse osmosis, pre-treatment will have to be adjusted to meet
the requirements of reverse osmosis; the more sensitive of the
two. Reverse osmosis feed requirements typically limit the Silt
Density Index (SDI) to a maximum of 5 and the free chlorine
content to a maximum of 0.1 ppm in the feed water [23]. Electro-
dialysis, by comparison, can tolerate an SDI of 10 and a free
chlorine content of 0.5 ppm, as well as fluctuations up to an SDI of
15 and free chlorine of 30 ppm [24].

In the simple hybrid configuration, the concentration of non-
ionic and weakly ionised species will be almost unchanged
between the feed to the system and the final product; since
weakly ionised compounds are poorly removed by electrodialysis.
The suitability of the simple hybrid will then depend upon
whether such species can be tolerated in the product or cost
effectively removed after the process. In moving from a simple
ED–RO hybrid to a recirculated configuration, weakly ionised
species in the feed would build up within the recirculation loop
where their primary means of escape is via the RO bypass, Fig. 5.
If such species are low in solubility (e.g. silica [10]) they can
potentially precipitate within the electrodialysis or reverse osmo-
sis units. In some cases, species may be encouraged to dissociate
into ionic form by pH adjustment [25] which would then allow
their removal via electrodialysis. The costs associated with this pH
adjustment would have a bearing on the decision of whether to
hybridise or not.

Since considerations of scaling and fouling tend to act in favour
of stand-alone electrodialysis systems, the effective cost ratio that
single-stage RO systems must reach to make hybridisation viable,
in particular with recirculation, is likely to be lower than those
suggested by the present analysis.

5. Sensitivity analysis

Table 1 provides the sensitivity of the critical cost ratio, CRn, to
key input parameters for a simple hybrid system operating with a
feed of 3,000 ppm, a product stream of 500 ppm and an applied
voltage per cell pair corresponding to 70% of the limiting current
density at 350 ppm. The sensitivity to each input parameter, X, is
calculated according to

Σ ¼ X
CRn

∂CR
∂X

: ð8Þ

CRn is more sensitive to percentage changes in the feed salinity
SF than to percentage changes in the product salinity SP. This is
because, for the conditions at which these sensitivities are eval-
uated, the feed salinity is almost one order of magnitude greater
than the product salinity. A 1% change in feed salinity will

Fig. 7. The ratio of water costs from single stage RO rise relative to ED as product
salinity increases. At low product salinities a hybrid system can therefore be
justified as the cost ratio falls below the critical cost ratio CRn while at higher
product salinities a stand-alone ED system is preferable.

Table 1
Sensitivity of the critical cost ratio.

Perturbed variable Sensitivity Σ

SF 0.65
KQ 0.42
Vcp 0.19
KE 0.14
SP 0.10
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therefore affect the total salt removal required almost 10 times as
much as a 1% change in product salinity.

The sensitivity of CRn to the specific cost of equipment, KQ, and
the specific cost of energy, KE, may be understood via Fig. 4a. Since
capital costs dominate energy costs at low product salinity, CRn is
more sensitive to KQ than KE.

Finally, to understand the sensitivity of CRn to cell pair voltage,
Vcp, we can consider the effect of cell pair voltage upon the
marginal cost of salt removal. Three voltages are considered in
Fig. 8 that correspond to 50%, 70% and 90% of the limiting current
density at a point in the system where the diluate salinity is
350 ppm (see Appendix B.2). The effect of increasing the cell pair
voltage is to increase energy costs but to decrease capital costs,
because the current drawn is higher. This results in a flattening of
the marginal cost curve as the energy cost component becomes
more significant (see Fig. 4b). Due to the opposing effects of rising
energy costs and falling equipment costs with voltage only a small
change in the marginal cost curves is seen in Fig. 8, meaning that,
over this range of voltages and for the chosen cost parameters, CRn

is weakly affected.
Fig. 8 also helps to explain the effect of changing specific

equipment and electricity prices on CRn. For the chosen set of cost
parameters, Fig. 8 suggests that the optimal strategy is close to 90%
of limiting current density. If specific equipment costs (in $/m2 of
cell pair area) decrease relative to the cost of electricity (in $/kWh)
then the marginal cost curve would flatten, thus weakening the
benefit of shifting salt removal to higher salinity. However, this
flattening would, to some extent, be mitigated since the optimal
voltage would be driven down, serving to increase equipment
relative to energy costs.

6. Conclusion

Hybrid ED–RO systems will be preferred over stand-alone ED
systems where a high purity product is required and provided the
cost of water from RO is low relative to ED. The break-even point
between a hybrid ED–RO and a stand-alone ED system occurs
when the cost of water from a single stage RO system, operating at
50% recovery, is between about 60–70% of the cost of water from a
stand-alone ED system. At break-even, the savings in ED costs,
brought about by the elimination of low salinity stages in a hybrid,
justify the added costs of RO. The lower the product salinity
required, the greater the potential reduction in ED costs through
hybridisation, and hence the higher the break-even cost ratio (cost
of water from single stage RO relative to stand-alone ED).
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Appendix A. Estimation of the growth of world brackish water
desalination

Annualised growth in brackish desalination over the past 10
years was calculated by considering the online capacity in the
years 2003 and 2013. Data for new capacity brought online in each
of the years 1993 until 2013 was obtained by summing together
the new capacity online of ‘River or low concentrated saline water
(TDS 500–3000 ppm)’ and ‘Brackish water or inland water (TDS
3000–20,000 ppm)’ of plants tracked by Desaldata [1]. Online
capacity in 2003 was then computed by summing together new
capacity brought online in the years from 1993 to 2003, while
online capacity in 2013 was computed by summing together new
capacity brought online in the years 1993–2013.

Appendix B. Electrodialysis model details

B.1. Electrodialysis transport model

The total area of the electrodialysis system is broken into a
series of cell-pair stacks. The diluate stream flows through these
stacks in series. The concentrate streams are recirculated within
each stack. To keep constant the volume of concentrate within
each stack, a portion is bled off. The concentrate concentration in
each stack is determined by the relative salt and water flux from
diluate to concentrate:

xc ¼
Js

Jsþ Jw
ðB:1Þ

where xc is the mole fraction of salt in the concentrate, Js is the net
salt molar flux and Jw is the net water molar flux from diluate to
concentrate in a cell pair. The combination of the bleed streams
from all stacks allows the computation of the outlet concentrate
salinity from the ED system and the recovery ratio.

Salt, water and charge transport are modelled based on the
approach taken in previous work [19,26]. Salt transport is mod-
elled by a combination of migration and diffusion:

Js ¼
Tcp
s i
F

�LsðCs;c;m�Cs;d;mÞ ðB:2Þ

and water transport by a combination of migration (electro-
osmosis) and osmosis:

Jw ¼ Tcp
w i
F

þLwðπc;m�πd;mÞ ðB:3Þ

Ts
cp and Tw

cp are the overall salt and water transport numbers for the
cell pair, respectively, Ls and Lw are the overall salt and water
permeabilities of the cell pair, respectively, and all four quantities
are considered independent of diluate and concentrate salinity.
C denotes the concentration in moles per unit volume and π is the
osmotic pressure (calculated by employing osmotic coefficients for
aqueous NaCl from Robinson and Stokes [27]). F is Faraday's
constant and the subscripts s, c, d and m denote salt, the
concentrate stream, the diluate stream and the membrane–solu-
tion interface, respectively. The difference between bulk and
membrane wall concentrations and osmotic pressures is accounted

Fig. 8. Illustration of the sensitivity of the marginal cost of salt removal to cell pair
voltage.
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for by a convection–diffusion model of concentration polarisation:

ΔC ¼ �ðT cu�tcuÞ
D

i
F
2h
Sh

ðB:4Þ

where D is the solute diffusivity (distance squared per unit time),
h is the channel height and tcu is the counter-ion transport number
in the diluate and concentrate solutions and is approximated as
0.5 for both anions and cations. T cu is the integral counter-ion
transport number in the membrane that accounts for both
migration and diffusion. T cu is the integral counter-ion transport
number in the membrane that accounts for both migration and
diffusion:

T cu �
Tcp
s þ1
2

: ðB:5Þ

This expression would be exact were diffusion within the mem-
brane to be negligible and the counter-ion transport number to be
equal in anion and cation exchange membranes. Sh, the Sherwood
number, is computed using the correlation obtained by Kuroda et al.
[28] for spacer A in their analysis:

Sh¼ 0:5Re1=2 Sc1=3 ðB:6Þ
where Sc is the Schmidt number, calculated using the limiting
diffusivity of NaCl in water [27] and the kinematic viscosity of pure
water ν [29], both at 25 1C. Re is the Reynolds number defined as

Re¼ 2hV
ν

ðB:7Þ

where V is the mass averaged velocity in the channel.

The cell pair voltage is represented as the sum of ohmic terms
and membrane potentials:

Vcp ¼ i ramþrcmþ hd

σΛdCd
þ hc
σΛcCc

� �
þEamþEcm ðB:8Þ

where Λ is the molar conductivity, itself a function of concentration
[30,31], h denotes channel height and σ denotes the spacer shadow
factor. Membrane surface resistances, denoted r , are considered
to be independent of salinity. Junction potentials associated with
concentration polarisation are neglected, while the sum of the
anion and cation membrane potentials EamþEcm is computed
considering quasi-equilibrium migration of salt and water across
the membranes (based on the approach of Prentice [32]):

EamþEcm ¼ Tcp
s
1
F
ðμs;c;m�μs;d;mÞþTcp

w
1
F
ðμw;c;m�μw;d;mÞ ðB:9Þ

where μs denotes the chemical potential of salt and μw is the chemical
potential of water; both calculated by employing osmotic coefficients
and NaCl activity coefficient data from Robinson and Stokes [27].

Knowing the inlet and outlet salinities from each stack, the salt
flux, water flux and cell pair voltage allows the computation of
energy, area and concentrate salinity for each stack.

B.2. Evaluation of the stack voltage

The cell pair voltage is set such that the ratio of the current density
to the theoretical limiting current density is approximately equal to
70% throughout the stack. This is done by considering a reference
point in the systemwhere the salinity is 350 ppm. The limiting current
density at this point is calculated using the following equation:

ilim ¼ � D

T cu�tcu

Sh
2h

FCd: ðB:10Þ

Given this limiting current density the cell pair voltage V350ppm
cp is

solved for by setting i¼ 0:7ilim within Eq. (B.8). This cell pair voltage is
then employed across the entire system. Employing the same cell pair
voltage across the entire system approximately maintains the same
ratio of i=ilim throughout. This is because both the current density and
the limiting current density scale approximately with the diluate
concentration. At higher diluate concentrations than considered in this
paper this approximation breaks down as the cell pair resistance no
longer scales with the diluate resistance when membrane resistances
become important.

B.3. Electrodialysis cost model

The stand-alone electrodialysis system and the electrodialysis
subsystem are costed on the basis of system size, represented by
membrane area, and energy consumption. Equipment costs are
assumed to scale with membrane area and are costed employing
an equipment cost per unit cell pair area KQ [20,33]. The equip-
ment costs are amortised considering a plant life τ and an
annualised cost of capital of r:

CQ ¼ 1
_V d;o

KQ∑iAi

1
r

1� 1
1þr

� �τ� � ðB:11Þ

where Ai is the area of a single-stage and _V d;o is the volume flow-
rate of diluate out of the final ED stage. Energy costs are computed
by taking the product of stack power consumption and the cost of
electricity KE:

CE ¼
KE

_V d;o
∑
i
VcpiiAi ðB:12Þ

where ii is the current density in stage i. Energy required for
pumping power is neglected as it may be shown to be negligible

Table B1
Electrodialysis model parameters.

Symbol Value Ref.

Membrane performance parameters
Ts 0.97 [18]
Tw 10 [18]
Lw 1.4 � 10�4 mol/bar m2 s [18]
Ls 1.4 � 10�8 m/s [18]
ram; r cm 2.8 Ω cm2 [18]

Solution properties
D 1.61 � 10�9 m2/s [27]
tcu 0.5 [34]
ν 8.9 � 10�7 m2/s [29]
ρ 9.97 � 102 kg/m3 [35]

Flow properties/geometry
h 0.4 mm [20,18]a

V 0.05 m/s [20]b

σ 0.7 [26]
N 20 –

Re 44.8 Calc.
Sh 27.5 Calc.

Cost parameters
KQ 1500$/m2 cell pair Appendix C
τ 20 years –c

r 10% [36]d

KE 0.065$/kWh [37]e

Operational conditions
SF 3000 ppm –

Vcp 0.8 V [20]

a Lee et al. [20] suggest 0.65 mm, while Fidaleo et al. [18] employ 0.7 mm.
b Lee et al. [20] suggest 0.075 m/s.
c increased from Lee et al. [20] and Tsiakis et al.'s [33] suggestion of a 6-year

plant life.
d Returns on an entire project are assumed to be twice the 4.78% rate paid on

bonds issued to finance the Carlsbad desalination plant [36].
e Based on conventional combined cycle natural gas plants coming online in

2018 at 0.067$/kWh.
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relative to energy required to drive desalination (Appendix G). The
combination of equipment and energy costs

C ¼ CQ þCE ðB:13Þ

gives the specific cost of water C. A summary of the membrane
(validated experimentally by Fidaleo and Moresi [18]), cell-pair
geometry and financial parameters employed are provided in
Table B1.

Appendix C. Estimation of specific equipment costs

Sajtar and Bagley [38] reviewed the capital costs of electro-
dialysis plants removing between 0 and 2000 mg/L of total
dissolved solids from a feed stream. They found capital costs to
scale approximately linearly with a product flow rate such that the
capital cost per unit of production rate was $568/(m3/day).

Running the model of Appendix B, with a feed salinity of
2350 ppm, a product salinity of 350 ppm (e.g. approximately
2000 mg/L of TDS removal), and the voltage set such that the
current density is 70% of its limiting value in the final stage (0.8 V
per cell pair), yields an area requirement of 0.39 m2 of cell pair
area/(m3/day). The combination of this information on capital cost
from Sajtar and Bagley [38] with the area requirements predicted
by the model results in estimated specific equipment costs of
approximately $1500/m2 cell pair area.

Appendix D. Validation of energy consumption

Sajtar and Bagley [38] reviewed the energy consumption of
electrodialysis plants removing between 0 and 2000 mg/L of total
dissolved solids from a feed stream. Though there is a positive
correlation between salt removal and electrical consumption there
is significant scatter in the data at these levels of TDS removal,
with energy consumption varying between 0.1 and 1 kWh/m3. The
ED model, run with the conditions described in Appendix C,
predicts energy consumption of 0.79 kWh/m3, which falls between
these limits. Of course, energy consumption will depend upon
stack design parameters such as diluate channel height, the spacer
shadow factor and the voltage applied per cell pair.

Appendix E. Hybrid model details

Similar equations apply for the computation of masses and
salinities within the simple and recirculated hybrid systems
(Fig. E1). The conservation of total mass and salt mass at the

points of product blending

_mRO;Pþ _mED;P ¼ _mP ðE:1Þ

SRO;P _mRO;PþSED;P _mED;P ¼ SP _mP ; ðE:2Þ
and on the RO units

_mRO;Pþ _mED;F ¼ _mRO;F ðE:3Þ

SRO;P _mRO;PþSED;F _mED;F ¼ SRO;F _mRO;F ; ðE:4Þ
are the same for both hybrids, as is the consideration of the
recovery ratio of the RO system

_mRO;Pð1�SRO;PÞ ¼ 50%� _mRO;F ð1�SRO;F Þ: ðE:5Þ
The main difference arising is that the determination of masses
and salinities is fully specified by the above equations in the case
of the recirculated hybrid system whereas the simple hybrid
system requires the above equations to be simultaneously solved
with the set of coupled non-linear equations describing the ED
system, which may be written as

_mED;P ¼ fnð _mED;F ; SED;F ; SED;PÞ: ðE:6Þ
For both hybrid systems and the stand-alone ED system the
specific cost of water (based on the ED diluate outlet flow rate)
is available from the ED model and may be written as

CED ¼ fnð _mED;F ; SED;F ; SED;PÞ ðE:7Þ
The overall cost of the standalone ED system and the hybrid ED-RO
system are then equated:

Csolo
ED

_mP

ρP
¼ Chybrid

ED

_mED;P

ρED;P
þCRO

_mRO;P

ρRO;P
ðE:8Þ

and divided across by CED
solo to yield the following equation:

_mP

ρP
¼ Chybrid

ED
_mED;P

Csolo
ED ρED;P

þCRn
_mRO;P

ρRO;P
ðE:9Þ

where CRn is the quantity of interest, the critical cost ratio of water
from the single-stage RO system to the stand-alone ED system.

Appendix F. Analysis of the recovery ratio from stand-alone,
simple hybrid and recirculated hybrid systems

The recovery ratio, RR, defined as the ratio of the mass flow rate of
water in the product stream from a system to the mass flow rate of
water in the feed stream to a system is plotted as a function of system
product salinity in Fig. F1, employing operating conditions identical to
those in Fig. 6. There is little difference between the recovery ratios
achieved with the three systems. Increases in the desired product

Fig. E1. Simple and recirculated hybrid systems with streams labelled. Fig. F1. System recovery ratios.
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water salinity cause the recovery ratio to increase, but only to a small
extent. Recovery ratios are high because, in all three systems, water is
only lost from the feed stream due to electro-osmosis or osmosis.
Water loss via electro-osmosis is almost identical in all three systems
since the volume of water transported by electro-osmosis depends on
the rate of salt removal from the feed, and the rate of salt removal is
almost identical in all three systems since they are compared
considering the same feed and product salinities. The level of water
transport by osmosis in each system is dictated by the concentration
difference between the diluate and concentrate streams, which drives
diffusion, and also the total membrane area over which osmosis can
occur. The ED unit within the recirculated hybrid is most compact as it
operates at the highest diluate salinities (higher current densities) and
thus exhibits the lowest level of osmosis and the highest recovery
ratio. Conversely, the stand-alone ED system is the least compact, as
the range of diluate salinities over which it removes salt is the lowest
(low current densities), and thus osmosis is higher and recovery lower.
In all three cases, recovery ratios increase with product salinity as the
ED units become more compact, thus reducing water losses via
osmosis. These recovery ratios provide an approximate upper bound
on what is achievable in a real system. In practise, recovery ratios may
be reduced by blending a portion of the feed stream to each
electrodialysis unit with the concentrate stream in order to slow the
precipitation of supersaturated salts in the concentrate.

Appendix G. Assessment of electrodialysis power requirements
for pumping

The power consumption associated with drawing a current and
pumping fluid through the channels may be compared on the basis of
unit cell pair area. Power consumption associated with salt removal

pI ¼ Vcpi; ðG:1Þ
where Vcp is the cell pair voltage and i is the current density, is
minimum in the final ED stack where the diluate salinity is lowest
(350 ppm), the resistance highest and thus, for a constant cell pair
voltage, the current density lowest. Power consumption associated
with pumping may be quantified by considering viscous dissipation
per unit cell pair area:

ppump ¼ 2Vh
ΔP
L

ðG:2Þ

where the factor of 2 accounts for viscous dissipation in the diluate
and concentrate channels, the product Vh is the volumetric flow rate
per unit channel width through a cell pair and ΔP=L is the pressure
drop per unit length, which may be found via the friction factor,
defined as

f ¼ ΔP

0:5ρV3 L
2h

ðG:3Þ

where ρ, the fluid density, is approximated by the density of pure
water [35]. A friction factor correlation, such as that obtained by
Kuroda et al. [28] for spacer A in their analysis,

f ¼ 9:6 Re�1=2; ðG:4Þ
allows the computation of ppump. Given the parameters of Table B1,
the power associated with drawing current at 350 ppm TDS is over
620 times that associated with viscous dissipation.

Nomenclature

Acronyms

ED electrodialysis

ppm parts per million, mg solute per kg solution
RO reverse osmosis

Roman symbols

A area, m2

C cost/concentration, $/m3/ mol/m3

D diffusion coefficient, m2/s
E potential, V
F Faraday's constant, C/mol
h channel height, m
i current density, A/m2

J molar flux, mol/m2 s
KE specific cost of electricity, $/kWh
KQ cell-pair area normalised cost of equipment, $/m2

Lw permeability to water, mol/m2 s bar
MC marginal cost, $/m3 ppm
_m mass flow rate, kg/s
r rate of return on capital, dimensionless
Re Reynolds number, dimensionless
r area resistance, Ωm2

p power density, dimensionless
CR cost ratio, dimensionless
S salinity, kg salt/kg solution
Sc Schmidt number, dimensionless
Sh Sherwood number, dimensionless
t solution transport number, dimensionless
Ts membrane salt transport number, dimensionless
Tw membrane water transport number, dimensionless
T integral ion transport number, dimensionless
V flow velocity, m/s
Vcp cell pair voltage, V
_V volume flow rate, m3/s
w water
x mole fraction, dimensionless
X input parameter, various

Greek Symbols

Δ difference
Λ molar conductivity, Sm2/mol
μ chemical potential, J/mol
ν viscosity, dimensionless
π osmotic pressure, bar
ρ density, kg/m3

Σ sensitivity, dimensionless
τ time, years

Subscripts

am anion exchange membrane
BP bypass
c concentrate
cm cation exchange membrane
cu counter ion
d diluate
ED electrodialysis
F feed
m at membrane surface
i counting index
I associated with current
pump pump
P product
RO reverse osmosis
s salt
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w water

Superscripts

hyb hybrid
solo stand-alone
n optimal
50% operating at 50% recovery
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